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Associative Meaning in English Proverbs With 

their Arabic Equivalents 

Dr. Anis Behnam Naoum
(*)

 

Abstract 

All meanings create associations of some kind or another. 

Associations, however, are the result of certain specific situations that 

frame interactions in real social settings. The interpreting ability of the 

reader (and the hearer), hence, depends on his conceptualization of the 

world around as well as his social and cultural background knowledge 

which encapsulates different beliefs, attitudes, experience, values, etc. of 

both source and target languages. Lack of knowledge about these facts 

poses actual problems in communication if not drawbacks or total 

failure), including translation. 

Building on the facts mentioned above, it is hypothesized that the 

more varied the translator's background knowledge is, the greater is his 

ability to comprehend and then render proverbs into a target language. 

                                                           
(*) Dept. of Translation  - College of Arts / University of  Mosul. 
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This paper concludes that the pragmatic aspects of the language , as 

well as the context in which a certain proverb is used, reveal different 

associative meanings of proverbs. Moreover, the main sources of 

difficulty in translating proverbs, stem from the complexity of the 

concepts they carry ( or are intended to carry) ; the more difficult the 

concepts, the more culture dependent the proverbs become and vice 

versa. 

1. Introduction 

Some people would claim that proverbs are not important at all; and 

that the person who keeps using them is regarded as "a person who has no 

ideas of his own" (Tregidgo, 1962: 278). In this regard, it suffices to 

mention the significant role of proverbs in language and communication, 

their aesthetic value, and the wisdom they may provide the society        

with. 

Proverbs or proverbial sayings, on the other hand, "express in few 

words a truth which relates to everyday experience"(Seidl and McMordi, 

1978: 241). They are products of human thought about the reality of 

things, human attitudes, feelings and beliefs. Such a broad area of human 

experience has made proverbs universally accepted. 

In general, proverbs are less opaque than lexemic idioms, phrasal 

idioms or even proverbial sayings. Proverbs proper are, to a large extent, 

transparent. What makes proverbs useful and attractive is their fertility in 
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moral and educational lessons. The three main pillars on which proverbs 

are set up are truth, advice and wisdom; these are usually presented in 

"expressive and picturesque language"(Coles, 1978). Moreover, these 

components are related, in essence, to everyday experience and as such 

they could widely be understood and applied by all people regardless of 

their class, education, etc. 

2. Familiarity with Proverbs 

Familiarity with proverbs fixed by long usage in any language is 

strictly a personal responsibility, since acquiring them does not come 

from any pedagogical suggestions. Proverbs, just like any idioms or 

idiomatic expressions, can only be learnt through continuous reading, 

long practice and good educational, social and cultural background. 

One may ask if an idiomatic expression is that which contains fine 

or impressive words? Not at all, if the case were this, any piece of literary 

work would have been considered to be full of idiomatic expressions. An 

idiom is a set expression that frequently disobeys rules and "can only be 

altered to a limited extent"(ibid: 276). Very often, an idiomatic expression 

appears to be quite odd, illogical and sometimes ungrammatical. For 

example, 'look forward to something' does not imply the act of looking at 

all; 'on foot' and 'to market' require articles, etc. Idioms, thus, are 

"peculiarities of language whose rightness is based on usage, not on logic 

or etymology"(Eckersley and Eckersley, 1960:277). 
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Less opaque idioms (and less important from pedagogical 

perspective) are those which could be termed "phrasal sayings'. These are, 

as some writers used to point out, "half way between idioms and 

proverbs"(Tregidgo, 1962: 277). The 'sayings' are interesting  and  

attractive  since  they  invoke  various  sense relations and rhetorical 

images. They depend heavily on figures of speech summarizing in that 

the hearer's experience about the world as they see it. The examples 

below confirm this point: 

- Add fuel to the flame.  

(= To make a bad matter worse by adding to its cause) 

(Makkai, 1984:2)  

- Come back to earth.  

(= Turn to the real world) 

(Ibid: 61) 

- To be born under a lucky star.  

(= To be continually lucky) 

(Seidl and McMordi, 1978: 168) 

- The black sheep of the family.  

(= The one who disgraces the group) 

(Tregidgo, 1962: 277) 
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3. Sources and Types of Proverbs 

The two main sources of proverbs are religion and literary works. 

This does not mean that the public life has no role to play in creating 

proverbs. In fact, the public life is the main source/cause of the myriads of 

colloquial (and frequently informal) proverbs. The following examples 

refer to the two main sources respectively: 

- The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak (Matt 16: 

40-41) 

 (Lit.           اُشٝح رٞاهخ، ٌُٖٝ اُجغذ ظؼ٤ق) 

- Cowards die often (Dryton), 

Or 

- Cowards die many times before their deaths 

(Shakespeare) 

 (Lit                 ًِْٜث٤شا ٓب ٣ٔٞد اُجج٘بء؛ ٣ٔٞد اُجج٘بء ٓشاد ػذح هجَ اج)  

  إٕ اُججبٕ دزلٚ ٖٓ كٞهٚ

(Ba'albaki, 1980: 28 and 86) 

Proverbs, due to different linguistic approaches, are of several types, 

the most important of which are: 
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(1) the straightforward proverbs, which do not require any transference of 

meanings or any rhetorical styles; rhetoric lies in the meaning of the 

simple words used, and. 

(2) proverbs with metaphorical quality where there is transference of 

meaning from literal to figurative. 'A proverb, in this sense, is an 

embellished way of expressing wisdom, advice, etc. This last type, 

which extends far beyond the literal meaning, is the most preferred and 

practiced by the people. For example, ‘A burnt child dreads the fire’
(*)

. 

 .Lit)اُطلَ أٌُز١ٞ ثبُ٘بس ٣خبف اُ٘بس           )

ٖٓ ٗٚ ؽزٚ اُذ٤خ دزس اُشعٖ األثِن         

 أُِِذٝؽ ٣خبف جشح اُذجَ

does not concern only the situation of a burnt child fearing the fire but it 

extends to any situation about which one has a bitter experience which 

one has to avoid. 

4. Associative Meaning in Proverbs 

                                                           

(*)
 
It is to be noted that "the message or referential aspect of proverbs is not tied to the image employed. That 

is to say, the same or similar message may be communicated by different images. The proverb 'He who is 

bitten by the snake fears even a rope' is in terms of semantic import quite similar to the French proverb '       

A scolded cat fears even cold water'; and both proverbs are similar in message to the Greek proverb 

'Whoever is burned as hot squash blows on the cold yogurt' ( cited in Taylor, 1981: 46;94). The images 

differ; the messages do not' 
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One may ask what types of meaning can be conveyed through 

proverbs. No doubt, all types of meaning "fit into the total composite 

effect of linguistic communication"(Leech, 1981:10). And since proverbs 

do convey meaning (or message), they make use of several types of 

meaning. 

Proverbs are words combined together to form larger semantic 

units, which are encoded by the speaker and decoded by the hearer by 

means of their underlined knowledge of the language itself: what 

contrasts with what and what constituent structure the proverb has. 

Proverbs, in this sense, have their own conceptual meaning which is "an 

essential part of what language is" (ibid.13); and that the conceptual 

meaning of nearly any item in any language is the same since the 

conceptual meaning is "a universal property of the mind"                      

(ibid.: 15).However, this by all means, does not mean that all people show 

the same conceptual framework, since differences in age, education, etc. 

play the greatest role. The following proverb shows that the meaning of 

the key word 'evils' is the logical (or referential or denotative) meaning 

that no two speakers would differ about: 

Of  two evils choose the least 

 

-
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The features of words that compose the whole conceptual meaning 

of proverbs have other important properties due to the association of ideas 

based on 'contiguities of experience'. This is termed 'associative 

meaning', which comprises several types of meaning, the most important 

of which are connotative, affective, stylistic and collocative meanings. 

This diversity of associative meaning is as a result of the diversity of the 

individual experience. 

4.1 Connotative Meaning of Proverbs 

The connotative meaning of proverbs is their communicative value 

by virtue of what psychological or social properties of what the linguistic 

items within the proverb imply. In talking about connotative meaning, 
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one is talking about "the real world experience one associates with an 

expression when one uses or hears it"(ibid.). 

The intended meaning of a proverb cannot be effective unless the 

words are "associated with certain characteristics of the items to which 

they refer"(Palmer, 1981: 92). For example, people have different ideas 

about 'women', whether good or bad; these ideas are reflected in proverbs 

they use by means of words that are frequently associated with 'evil' (and 

rarely with 'gentleness'). The following borrowed proverb from French 

into English connotes that the 'women' are the source of all evil: 

- Cherchez la femme. 

 (Lit)                                                                   كزؼ ػٖ أُشأح  

     أُشأح ؽشّر ًِٜب ٝؽشّر ٓب ك٤ٜب اٗٚ الثذ ٜٓ٘ب 

In the Arabic culture, such negative connotations are also evident: 

ّْر ٗبكغ   - رذذ اُجشاهغ ع

(Lit.) Behind the veils (lurks) fatal poison.  

This, however, does not exclude the positive view embodied in a great 

number of wise sayings and proverbs in Arabic literature. The following 

proverb is indicative: 

 ٝساء ًَ ػظ٤ْ آشأح-  

(Lit.) There is a woman behind any great man. 
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Many other factors determine the extent of connotative meaning in 

proverbs, most of that reflect the worldview adopted by individuals, 

societies and cultures. For example, the idea that a wise man is supposed 

to make use of his previous mistakes or failures, can be expressed equally 

or differently from one culture to another depending on the world view 

the individuals have. In the English and Arabic cultures, people, for 

instance, would refer to such an idea by resorting to the world of animals 

and the nature respectively: 

- A fox is not taken twice in the same snare. 

 (Lit.)                                                  ٖال ٣ٞهغ اُثؼِت ك٢ اُؾشى ٗلغٚ ٓشر٤ 

ر٤ٖ  ال ٣ِذؽ أُؤٖٓ ٖٓ جذش ٓشّر

In addition to these factors, additional varieties of connotations arise 

from differences in time and space. For example, the Biblical proverb: 

- A living dog is better than a dead lion 

        (Ecclesiastes, 9: 4-5) 

refers to the priority of life( whatever life it could be) over ceremonial 

death. It is difficult, however, to find many people nowadays using such 

connotation. Even the Arab Christians would feel اٌُِت اُذ٢ خ٤ش ٖٓ االعذ ا٤ُٔذ  

'A living dog is better than a dead lion' awkward and may prefer to use a 

better translation equivalent أُق ٗٞٓخ ك٢ ًذس ٝال سهذح رذذ اُذجش (Lit) To live 

in distress is much better than lying under the stone for ever). 

Undoubtedly, non-of them would think to use ٚٔ ! أُق ٓشح ججبٕ ٝال ٓشح هللا ٣شد  
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(Lit. To me, it is better if people say: "God curse him, he ran away", than 

if they say "God bless him he died".  

Moreover, connotations of a certain idea in one geographical area may 

not be the same as in others, even if the language is the same. For 

example, in Egypt people use: 

دٔبسري اُؼشجبء ٝال عؤاٍ اُِئ٤ْ  -

 (Lit.) (Rather use) your lame donkey than ask a mean person (to 

lend you his good one). 

In Iraq, on the other hand, a different connotation is used: 

غّٜرش اث٘ي ثبُلأط ٝال رذزبج ٓ٘ـّرخ اُ٘بط   -

 (Lit) Circumcise your son by an axe; you don't need people's 

kind act. 

Thus, connotations in proverbs are relatively determined by instability. 

What promotes this lack of stability more and more is the fact that 

connotations have indeterminate status. Leech (1980: 15) in this regard 

states that the "associative meaning is open-ended in the same way as our 

knowledge and beliefs about the universe are open-ended". 

This instability can also be traced through the natural process of 

change of words or expressions due to some factors such as the avoidance 

of taboo words associated with socially unpleasant terms and replacing 
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them by euphemistic ones, where pleasant and more becoming qualities 

are referred to:  

- Air one's linen in public. 

(= To talk about one's private disgrace where others can hear). 

- Keep the census down.  

(= To abort a fetus; to masturbate).  

- Make love to the porcelain goddess.  

(= Vomiting into the toilet).  

- Standing too long in the sun.  

(= Intoxicated with alcohol).  

- Wring the dew off the branch.  

(= To urinate). 

(Spears, 1991: 3,251,278,423,589) 

 

4.2 Affective (or Emotive) Meaning of Proverbs 

The affective or emotive meanings conveyed by the proverbs above 

show "a consciousness of the social implications of address"(Leech and 

Short, 1981: 311). We are not going to further proceed with affective 
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meaning, since all other types of meaning are usually charged with it in 

one way or another. 

4.3 Stylistic Meaning of Proverbs 

The stylistic meaning of proverbs is related in large to some features 

of style (e.g. permanent, temporal, etc.). The most important stylistic 

values of proverbs are essentially related to the stylistic dimensions of 

status which comprise different vehicles for expressing any item (of 

thought) in language (e.g. formality vs. informality, politeness vs. 

impoliteness, etc.).  

A large percentage of proverbs are informal in both senses as 

related to structure or situation: 

 ٓذ  ٣ب صٓبٍ ُٖٔ ٣ج٤ي اُشث٤غ -

 (Lit) While the grass grows the steed starves. 

- Die with one's boot on / die in one's boot. 

(= to die while still active in one's work). 

(Makkai, 1984: 79) 

Variations in style are reflected in the way synonymous proverbs, or 

rather more precisely, the different styles used in expressing the same idea 

or message to be conveyed, e.g. the idea that the outward appearance is 

less important than the inner qualities. However, appearance can be 
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deceptive. This is reflected in the following two sets of synonymous 

proverbs (A and B):  

A. - All that glitters is not gold 

- Beauty is only skin deep. 

- Clothes do not make man. 

- Fine feathers make fine birds. 

 (Lit.)                                                                   ٓب ًَ ٓب ٣ِٔغ رٛجب  

ٓب ًَ ث٤عبء ؽذٔخ ًَٝ عٞداء رٔشح  -

 ٓب ًَ ٓذػجَ جٞص -

B. - Many hands make light work.  

- Too many cooks spoil the broth. 

- A man cannot serve two masters.  

(Lit.) -                                     ٖ٤ُظ ثٔوذٝس أُشء إٔ ٣خذّ ع٤ذ٣ٖ اث٤٘.  

   ال ٣جٔغ ع٤لبٕ ك٢ ؿٔذ 

 

4.4 Collocative Meaning of Proverbs 

Proverbs, as a literary style, frequently consist of the association of 

ideas due to collocation. Collocation could be normal or unusual. Writers 

use the latter type at times for creating stylistic effects to impress readers. 
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Of course, "there are inevitably differences of opinion as to what 

represents an acceptable collocation in English"(Gairness and Redman, 

1986: 37), or whether the semantic function of the collocated words in the 

proverb can be fully deducible from the meaning of the individual words. 

However, the collocations that we are referring to in the following 

proverbs are of the normal type, depending mainly on oppositeness of 

meaning and that no two persons would disagree about their validity: 

- As you sow, so will you reap. 

(Lit.)                                                           ًٔب رضسع رذصذ  -  

ًٔب رذ٣ٖ رذإ  -

- Cleanliness is next to godliness. 

(Lit.)                                           ٟٞ  - اُ٘ظبكخ اهشة ؽ٢ء ا٠ُ اُزو

اُ٘ظبكخ ٖٓ اال٣ٔبٕ  -

- If you want peace, be prepared for war.  

(Lit.)        -                         ارا أسدد اُغِْ كٌٖ ػ٠ِ اعزؼذاد ُِذشة  

- There is no rose without a thorn.  

(Lit.)                                                     ال ٝسدح ٖٓ ؿ٤ش ؽٞى - 

 الثذ دٕٝ اُؾٜذ ٖٓ اثش اُ٘ذَ -

5. A Final Remark 

One final point to be mentioned about proverbs is that the proverbs 

are vehicles embellished by a variety of figures of speech: metaphors, 

similes, personification, circumlocutions of several types, metonymy, 

 

 

 

lil 
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analogy, equivocation, etc. This area, to be noted , is full of rhetorical 

images. Thus, it is in need to be excavated thoroughly. A few proverbs in 

this regard are useful to illustrate the point raised above: 

 

- Personification: 

Actions speak louder than words. 

(Lit.)                                               ٍاالػٔبٍ اػ٠ِ صٞرب ٖٓ االكؼب 

 االكؼبٍ اثِؾ ٖٓ االهٞاٍ

 اُغ٤ق اصذم اٗجبء ٖٓ اٌُزت

- Analogy: 

Blood is thicker than water. 

(Lit.)                                                                 اُذّ اؽذ ًثبكخ ٖٓ أُبء 

 أٗب ٝأخ٢ ػ٠ِ اثٖ ػ٢ٔ ٝاٗب ٝاثٖ ػ٢ٔ ػ٠ِ اُـش٣ت

 

 

- Equivocation 

Christmas comes but one a year. 

 (Lit.)                                                 ّػ٤ذ ا٤ُٔالد ال ٣لذ اال ٓشح ًَ ػب 

كزٔزغ ثبُصجخ ٓب دٓذ ك٤ٚ 

  

li 

JLil   JlJl 
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ال رخق إٔ ٣ضٍٝ دز٠ ٣ضٝال 

- Metonymy 

Constant dropping wears away a stone. 

(Lit.)                                                     اُزوطش أُزٞاصَ ٣ج٢ِ اُذجش 

 ٝٓؼظْ اُ٘بس ٖٓ ٓغزصـش اُؾشس

 إٔ اُؼصب ٖٓ اُؼص٤ّرخ

- Metaphor 

Every cloud has a silver lining. 

(Lit.)                                                      عذبثخ ثطبٗخ ٖٓ كعـّٚر ٌَُ 

- Simile 

Like father, like son. 

(Lit.)                                                                        ٚاُُٞذ صٞسح أث٤ 

 إٕ ٛزا اُؾجَ ٖٓ ٛزا االعذ

None are so blind as those who will not see.  

(Lit.)                         ٤ُظ أدذ اؽذ ػ٠ٔ ٖٓ اُٝئي اُز٣ٖ ال ٣ش٣ذٕٝ إٔ ٣جصشٝا 

6. Conclusions and Suggestions 

Generally speaking, the difficulty in guessing correctly the meaning 

of proverbs lies in the fact that there is usually no association between the 

original meaning of the individual words and the intended (cultural) 
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meaning of the proverb. And even if someone is aware of the form or 

structure of proverbs, their meanings remain ambiguous and 

unpredictable, since their constituent elements do not serve as indicators 

of the meaning. Undoubtedly, the case with proverbial idioms is less 

severe than that of phrasal and lexemic idioms. For instance, one may 

easily identify the meaning of 'to give someone the green light' as 'go 

ahead'. However, the case is relatively different with proverbs proper. 

Proverbs can be usually predicted though not heard before in any context. 

This indicates, to an extent, the universal value of proverbs. 

There are many interesting areas in proverbs, which are still in need 

to be studied thoroughly in order to enrich the field of semantics in 

Arabic: Rhetorical images in proverbs; Sense relations in proverbs; 

Boundaries between idioms, sayings and proverbs; Proverbial idioms and 

context, etc. 
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ملخص 

املعنى االحيبئي يف االمثبل االجنليزية ومكبفئبهتب العربية 

 )*(انيس هبنبم نـعوم. د

ٌُٖ ٌُٕٞ اال٣ذبءاد ٗزبج ٓٞاهق . إٔ ُج٤ٔغ أُؼب٢ٗ ا٣ذبءاد ػ٠ِ ٗذٞ اٝ اخش

 (أٝ اُغبٓغ)د٤بر٤خ ٓؼ٤٘خ رؤغش اُزلبػالد ك٢ ٓٞاهق اجزٔبػ٤خ دو٤و٤خ، كبٕ ٓوذسح اُوبسئ 

ػ٠ِ اُزأ٣َٝ ٝاُزلغ٤ش رؼزٔذ ػ٠ِ هبث٤ِزٚ االدسا٤ًخ ك٢ كْٜ اُؼبُْ ٖٓ دُٞٚ اظبكخ ا٠ُ ٜٓبدٙ 

اُذعبس١ ٝاالجزٔبػ٢ اُز١ ٣ؾزَٔ ػ٠ِ ٓخزِق أُؼزوذاد ٝأُٞاهق ٝاُخجشاد ٝاُو٤ْ 

ٝإ هِخ أُؼشكخ ثؾإٔ ٛزٙ اُذوبئن رغجت ٓؾٌالد . ٝؿ٤شٛب ك٢ اُِـخ االّ ٝاُِـخ اُٜذف

. ًج٤شح ك٢ ػ٤ِٔخ اُزٞاصَ ٝثعٜٔ٘ب اُزشجٔخ، ٛزا إٔ ُْ ٗوَ أخلبهب اٝ كؾال ًبٓال

ًِٔب ًبٕ ٜٓبد أُزشجْ : رلزشض ٛزٙ اُذساعخ، ث٘بء ػ٠ِ ٓب ٝسد اػالٙ، ٓب ٢ِ٣

أُؼشك٢ اًثش ر٘ٞػب ٝارغبػب ًِٔب ًبٗذ هبث٤ِزٚ ُالعز٤ؼبة ٖٝٓ ثْ ػ٤ِٔخ اُزشجٔخ ا٠ُ اُِـخ 

ٝرخِص اُذساعخ ا٠ُ إٔ اُجٞاٗت اُجشاؿٔبغ٤و٤خ ُِـخ اظبكخ ا٠ُ اُغ٤بهبد اُز٢ . اُٜذف اًجش

ًٔب إ . رغزخذّ ك٤ٜب االٓثبٍ رٌؾق ػٖ ٓؼبٕ ا٣ذبئ٤خ ٓخزِلخ الٓثبٍ ػ٠ِ ٛزٙ اُؾبًِخ

اُصؼٞثخ ٝاالؽٌبٍ ك٢ رشجٔخ االٓثبٍ ٣ٌٔ٘بٕ ك٢ اُزؼو٤ذ اُز١ ٣ٌز٘ق أُلب٤ْٛ اُز٢ رؼجش 

، كبٕ ًبٗذ ٛزٙ أُلب٤ْٛ ٓؼوذح، ُٖ ٣ٌٕٞ رأ٣ِٜٝب ٌٓٔ٘٘ب اال (اٝ أُشاد ٗوِٜب ٖٓ خالُٜب)ػٜ٘ب 

.ثبالػزٔبد ػ٠ِ اُجؼذ اُذعبس١ ٝاُثوبك٢ ُٜب ٝثبُؼٌظ  

                                                           
 .جبٓؼخ اُٞصَ/  ٤ًِخ ا٥داة –  هغْ اُزشجٔخ  (*)


